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Abstract

We examine the weaknesses of the existing OOXML-based MS-Word file structure, and analyze how data 

concealment and forgery are performed in MS-Word digital documents. In case of forgery by including 

hidden information in MS-Word digital document, there is no difference in opening the file with the 

MS-Word Processor. However, the computer system may be malfunctioned by malware or shell code hidden 

in the digital document. If a malicious image file or ZIP file is hidden in the document by using the structural 

vulnerability of the MS-Word document, it may be infected by ransomware that encrypts the entire file on the 

disk even if the MS-Word file is normally executed. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze forgery and 

alteration of digital document through internal structure analysis of MS-Word file. In this paper, we 

designed and implemented a mechanism to detect this efficiently and automatic detection software, and 

presented a method to proactively respond to attacks such as ransomware exploiting MS-Word security 

vulnerabilities.
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1. Introduction

One of the main purposes of digital forensics [1] is to determine whether or not to forgery digital documents 

such as MS-Word files. In order to find out whether the forgery of a file stored in a computer system is forged, 

a method of comparing hash values generated from original and modified versions using a cryptographic hash 

function such as SHA-2 [2] is generally used. However, if there is no original or modified file to be compared, 

it is difficult to determine whether the file is forged or not. In such a case, it is necessary to use the digital 

document internal storage structure information based on the digital document file format to determine whether 

there is secret data hidden in the analysis target file. If forgery includes hidden information in the MS-Word 

digital document, there will be no difference in the part shown when opening the file with the MS-Word 

Processor. However, the system may malfunction due to hidden malware or shell code through attacks on 

structural vulnerabilities on digital documents. In this case, simply executing the normal MS-Word file may 

cause infection of various ransomware that causes serious damage such as the entire file in the disk is encrypted. 
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Recently, security vulnerabilities for office open XML (OOXML) [3] based MS-Word files have been 

continuously increasing, such as the discovery of ‘GandCrab’ ransomware [4] distributed by the MS-Word 

macro function. ‘GandCrab’ ransomware has a significant effect because it uses CVE-2017-857 [5] security 

vulnerabilities and macros to automatically download additional malicious files and then automatically execute 

the infection. When the macro function is activated, it downloads a JPEG [6] image from a specific web server 

and communicates with the C&C server, displays it on the screen, and clicks the OK button to run a 

ransomware that downloads malicious files and encrypts the files stored in the system. After all, the most 

fundamental reason that this problem occurs is that it is possible to insert / hide malicious code by using the 

vulnerability of the internal structure of MS-Word file. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze forgery and 

alteration of digital document through internal structure analysis of MS-Word file. In this paper, we reviewed 

the existing OOXML-based MS-Word file structure and analyzed how malicious forgery is possible in 

MS-Word digital documents. We also designed and implemented a mechanism and detection software for 

detecting them, and based on this, we examined the methods to cope with attacks such as ransomware.

2. OOXML based MS-Word File Structure

The OOXML Architecture is stored in a ZIP [7] based file structure that expresses document content and 

relationships using XML and Unicode. Therefore, the DOCX [8] word file is a ZIP file containing several parts 

or XML files encoded in UTF-8 or UTF-16 as shown below Figure 1 and the relationship between each 

package in the root directory is defined. In addition, the package's start point and package relationship are 

specified in the _rels folder within the package. Document property information and file related information are 

included in app.xml and core.xml. 

If we unzip after changing the extension of DOCX document to ZIP as shown below, we can see the 

structure and relationship as shown below. MS-Word document by document.xml.rels file including relation 

information expressed in XML document stored in '_rels' folder, XML document stored in 'docxProps' folder 

and document contained in 'word / _rels' folder. The structure and form of the is defined. Also, information 

about each page in digital document is marked and saved through various files such as document.xml.
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Figure 1. OOXML based MS-Word File Structure

3. Forgery Analysis on MS-Word File

3.1 Forgery Analysis Through Verification of Internal Structure MS-Word File

The following explains the internal storage method of MS-Word file in detail. MS-Word files are stored in 

OOXML-based ZIP format [7] and are reversed from the EOCD record field at the end of the ZIP file, 

providing details about the directory where each file is stored in the central directory header (CDH). The files 

included in the MS-Word document are defined in local file header (LFH) and each file is stored. Figure 2

shows MS-Word data storage format saved as ZIP file. In general, ZIP files are stored uniformly with almost 

no slack space, whereas OOXML-based MS-Word files have multiple slack spaces in the CDH and LFH 

sections. And both ZIP files and MS-Word documents can forge CDHs. Therefore, there is a problem that 

MS-Word Editor does not generate an error even if the data is concealed in the slack space or the shell code is 

stored inside the MS-Word document.
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Figure 2. Internal ZIP Structure of MS-Word File

3.2 Data Hiding in Slack Space on OOXML based MS-Word File

Analyzing the forgery process to hide data abnormally by using structural vulnerability of MS-Word file is as 

follows. As shown in the Figure 3 below, the OOXML-based ZIP file format includes the extra field length

field in both the CDH and LFH specifications. In the ZIP header specification, extra fields are included in the 

CDH and LFH parts in consideration of extensibility. In reality, however, it is confirmed that it is an area that is 

mostly not used without any use. Therefore, even if a malicious attacker stores or conceals data in the extra 

field, it is not displayed on the MS-Word editor screen and may be exploited as a space for hiding the data by 

manipulating the extra field and its length.
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Figure 3. CDH and LFH Specifications

Slack spaces in The LFH and CDH in the MS-Word file have different data hiding methods. The MS-Word 

file does not have the slack space in every LFH. Therefore, when you hide data in the LFH, it is necessary to 

check the extra field length to see if there is the slack space. The slack space of the LFH is the space allocated 

by the MS-Word editor. You should use more limited space than the 65,535 bytes the extra field can be 

allocated to. So, you have the advantage that slack space of the LFH can hide data without changing the size of 

the MS-Word file. Figure 4 shows the data we hide in the extra field, the slack space in the LFH. We did not 

change the extra field length to hide the data. We just overwrote the data in the existing extra field.

Figure 4. Data Hiding in LFH of MS-Word’s Internal ZIP Structure

Unlike the LFH, the slack space of the CDH in the MS-Word file is empty because no extra field length is 

allocated. Therefore, when you hide data in the slack space of the CDH, it is necessary to change the extra field

length and hide the data in the extra field. The size of the MS-Word file increases because the extra field length

of the MS-Word file changes and the data to be hidden in the extra field is inserted. Figure 5 shows the result of 

changing the extra field length in one CDH and inserting data into the extra field. And while the LFH had to 
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find the allocated the slack space, the CDH can be assigned directly to every extra field.

Figure 5. Data Hiding in a single CDH of MS-Word’s Internal ZIP Structure

We mentioned before that we can hide data in any CDH in an MS-Word file. Thus, you can use slack spaces

of multiple CDHs to hide data larger than the maximum length of the extra field, 65,535 bytes. When you hide 

data in multiple CDHs, you must hide the order of the hidden data and the size of the hidden data in each CDH. 

That way you can assemble the fragmented data completely when you extract the data hidden in the multiple 

CDHs. Figure 6 shows the result of we hid data larger than 65,535 bytes into multiple CDHs. As a result, we 

confirmed that we can hide data in slack spaces of the LFH and CDH in the MS-Word file.

Figure 6. Data Hiding in multiple CDHs of MS-Word’s Internal ZIP Structure
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3.3 Data Hiding in File comment fields on OOXML based MS-Word File

Analyzing the forgery process to hide data abnormally by using the file comment vulnerability of MS-Word 

file is as follows. As shown in the Figure 7 below, the OOXML-based ZIP file format includes the file 

comment, file comment length field in both the CDH and EOCD record specifications. Even if a malicious 

attacker stores or conceals data in the file comment, it is displayed some ZIP software but not displayed on the 

MS-Word editor screen and may be exploited as a space for hiding the data by manipulating the file comment

and its Length. In this paper, we introduce a way to hide the file comment field from being displayed even in 

ZIP software.

Figure 7. File comment fields in CDH and EOCD Record Specifications and on the Properties 

in 7-ZIP

As a result of concealing data in the file comment of the ‘docProps/app.xml’ file’s CDH record for the actual 

MS-Word file. As shown in Figure 8, the data can be hidden by inserting NULL in the comment. NULL in the 

string means the end of the string. Consequently, The ZIP software wasn’t displayed the file comment because 

the NULL was inserted first in the file comment of the 'docProps/app.xml' file's CDH. We were confirmed that 

the file comment in the MS-Word file does not appear using the 7-ZIP software. In addition, the MS-Word file 

that have been forged the file comment of the CDH opened without any problems.
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Figure 8. Hiding ‘My Hidden Message.’ using by Inserting NULL in the File Comment of 

‘docProps/app.xml’ Fils’s CDH in MS-Word File

Figure 9 shows the detection result of hidden data in the file comment of the EOCD record in the MS-Word 

file. We can hide data in the file comment of the EOCD in the same way as you hide the data in the file 

comment of the CDH. We also confirmed that the file comment in the MS-Word file does not display using the 

7-ZIP software. There is only one the EOCD record in the MS-Word file. The file comment is limited to a 

maximum length of 65,535 bytes, so data larger than 65,535 bytes cannot be hidden in the file comment of the 

EOCD in the MS-Word file. The file comment in the CDH has the same characteristics as the extra field. First, 

the file comment is not used and allocated. Second, the size of MS-Word file is increased because data is 

inserted in the file comment. Third, you can use multiple CDHs to hide data or a file larger than 65,535 bytes.
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Figure 9. Hiding ‘My Hidden Message.’ using by Inserting NULL in the File Comment of the 

EOCD Record in MS-Word File

4. Comparison and Implementation

4.1 Comparison of Forgery Methods on OOXML based MS-Word File

We have described two ways to forge the structure of MS-Word files: slack space and file comment field. 

The following Table 1 is a comparison of the two data hiding methods in MS-Word files. The slack space is a 

way to hide data in the extra field in LFH and CDH. The slack space in the LFH is limited compared to CDH. 

There may or may not be slack space allocated within the LFH. In addition, the slack space of the LFH is 

always allocated smaller by the MS-Word editor than the maximum 65,535 bytes that can be allocated. 

Therefore, slack spaces in the LFHs is limited, we just hide small size hidden data. However, it has the 

advantage of hiding data without changing the size of the original MS-Word file. On the other hand, slack 

space in the CDH can hide data up to the number of files exist in the MS-Word file. The slack space in the 

CDH can hide data up to 65,535 bytes in length of the extra field. It can be hidden in the slack space of all CDH 

and the space is of a fixed size. This allows you to hide fragmented data in CDHs. It means that a file larger 

than 65,535 bytes can be concealed. In order to hide fragmented data or file, the file fragment number and file 

size must be hidden in the data. Data hiding in the slack space of the CDH increases the size of the MS-Word 
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file. And all the headers are repositioned. This has the disadvantage of adjusting all the offsets in the header.

File comment fields is a way to hide data in the file comment field in CDH and EOCD. The file comment in the 

CDH can be used in the same way as extra field. However, for it to not display in ZIP software, you must 

include NULL at the beginning of the hidden data. This method also increases the size of the MS-Word file, so 

you must adjust the offsets in all headers. The file comment in the EOCD record can be used to hide data in the 

MS-Word file. Since only one EOCD record exists in a MS Word file, only one hidden file comment can be 

used. Therefore, hiding data in this space can only hide data up to a maximum of 65,535 bytes. The file 

comment field in the EOCD record is at the end of the MS-Word file structure. Therefore, data hiding is easier 

than the three-way described earlier. You don't need to adjust the header's offset like slack space in the LFH.

But this method also increases the size of the MS-Word file.

Table 1. A Comparison of Slack Space and File comment field for Forgery in MS-Word Files

Forgery Method Slack Space (Extra field) File comment field

Target Header LFH CDH CDH EOCD Record

The Total Number of Headers n k (The Number of Files) 1

Maximum Field Length (bytes) m (m < 65,535) 65,535

Total Concealable Data Size(bytes) n * m k * 65,535 65,535

Data Hiding Method Overwrite Insert

The File Fragmentation (for Data Hiding) Not Available Available Not Available

The Total File Size Unchanged Increased

Forgery Difficulty Hard Normal Easy

4.2 Implementation of MS-Word Forgery Analyzer

The MS-Word File Analyzer was designed and implemented to check the abnormality of the MS-Word file 

and to automatically determine the forgery as shown below. As mentioned above, it analyzes the internal 

structure of MS-Word file saved as OOXML-based ZIP file and examines LFH and CDH header contents in 

detail and efficiently detects abnormally hidden data. The internal module of the system implemented in this 

study consists of ZIP File Identification Module, ZIP File Structure Analysis Module, ZIP File Validation 

Module, and GUI Module as shown below Figure 10.

Figure 10. Design of MS-Word Forgery Analyzer
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5. Conclusions

We reviewed the existing OOXML-based MS-Word file structure and analyzed how forgery is possible in 

MS-Word digital documents by using slack space on CDH/LFH and file comment fields in CDH/EOCD record. 

DOCX is a zipped, XML-based file format. Microsoft Word 2007 and later use DOCX as the default file 

format when creating a new document. Support for loading and saving legacy DOC files is also included. 

However, it is possible to insert / hide malicious codes using vulnerabilities of internal structure of MS-Word 

file. MS-Word is stored in ZIP compressed file format based on OOXML, and the method of designating / 

saving and managing various elements in the document in XML format provides efficiency in some aspects. As 

a result, we designed and implemented a software for detecting forgery attack. Based on this, it is expected to 

provide a technology for detecting forged MS-Word files including ransomware.
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